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All our seeds are organically grown and tested regularly for the highest quality and purest genetics ensuring high germination rate and feminization percentage. Whether you are a novice grower or cannabis connoisseur we have the cannabis seeds you are looking for. 

 

Shop Now
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 Our Top 3 of the Month 
  	   [image: Suzy's Confidential ] Suzy's Confidential       Rating: 100%

 4 Reviews

  Suzy’s Confidential is an insanely powerful indica hybrid descending from famo...
    €8.50     
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 




  
	   [image: Yellow Lemon Haze] Yellow Lemon Haze      Rating: 97%

 15 Reviews

  Yellow Lemon Haze is a cross between Lemon Skunk and Super Silver Haze, consisti...
    €7.00     
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 




  
	   [image: AK47 Autoflower] AK47 Autoflower      Rating: 87%

 15 Reviews

  AK47 Autoflower is an easy to grow strain with a high yield. AK47 is a cross bet...
    €7.00     
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 










Buy Premium Quality Cannabis Seeds

Selecting the best cannabis or marijuana seeds is not easy. The amount of suppliers and all the different kinds of seeds can be overwhelming and it takes a lot of time to make the right choice. It is important to buy good seeds, because only then will you be guaranteed of a successful and optimal harvest. Suzy Seeds makes the purchase of cannabis seeds easy, because with Suzy Seeds you always buy the best quality of seeds with 100% original genetics.

Suzy Seeds is one of the most professional seed companies in Europe. After years of acquiring experience in the cannabis seeds industry, Suzy can now finally present her own seed selection. Suzy Seeds works together with some of the best breeders on the planet, and for Suzy's Aficionado Collection we have made a collaboration between our own team and with some of the most awarded and famous breeders out there. 

Suzy Seeds selects only the best feminized, autoflowering and regular cannabis seeds that are produced and bred by the best breeders in Europe. If you are either looking for a beautiful indica, an extraordinary sativa or an autoflower seed, we only sell strains of the very best quality. All our marijuana seeds are organically grown and tested regularly for the highest quality and purest genetics to ensure top quality, highest germination and feminization percentage. 
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  	   [image: Bubble Gum Autoflower ] Bubble Chum Gum AUTO      Rating: 96%

 17 Reviews

  The original Bubble Gum was developed by growers in Indiana (USA). From there Bu...
    €6.00        Regular Price  €7.50    
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 




  
	   [image: Classic Cheese Auto] Classic Cheese Auto      Rating: 93%

 12 Reviews

  Classic Cheese auto is the autoflowering variety of the famous Classic Cheese. I...
    €5.60        Regular Price  €7.00    
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 




  
	   [image: Amnesia Haze Auto] Amnesia Haze Auto      Rating: 98%

 13 Reviews

  Amnesia Haze is now also available in an autoflowering variety. It grows very qu...
    €6.00        Regular Price  €7.50    
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 




  
	   [image: Jack Herer Auto] Jack Herer Auto      Rating: 95%

 12 Reviews

  Jack Herer AUTO is a great cannabis strain named after a great man. Jack Herer w...
    €5.20        Regular Price  €6.50    
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 
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 13 Reviews

  The mix of Indica and Sativa in the Ed Rosenthal Super Bud AUTO is an extraordin...
    €6.00        Regular Price  €7.50    
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 
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 9 Reviews

  Northern Light AUTO is a hybrid derived from a cross between seven generations o...
    €6.40        Regular Price  €8.00    
   
      Add to Cart

     Add to Wish List      Add to Compare 











From Autoflowering, Feminized and Regular Seeds to CBD products

There are numerous cannabis seeds on the market but you can divide these into three groups:

[image: Cannabis plant flowering]

	Regular cannabis seeds: the plants from these seeds can both be male and female. If you have for instance ordered 10 ordinary cannabis seeds, you can’t know if the plants will become male or female.
	Feminized cannabis seeds: the plants from these seeds are in at least 97% of cases female. This offers a great advantage as only female plants can produce flowers.
	Autoflowering cannabis seeds: the plants from these seeds are also in at least 97% of cases female. That's one advantage, but you also have another. The autoflowering seeds automatically bloom after 2 or 4 weeks. The plant needs little attention and can easily be cultivated outside.


The purchase of cannabis seeds is rising in Europe and Worldwide. This is only logical, as more and more growers prefer seed plants over clones and more people are choosing to be selfsuficient with their cannabis. The cultivation of seeds has become simpler the last few years due to the improved quality and stability of seeds. The advantages of seed plants compared to those of clones:

	Seeds are cheaper.
	Seeds are genetically of better quality.
	Clones of plants often have spider or trip eggs.
	Plants from seeds are stronger and are more self-regulating
	With clones you often don't know what the genetic origin is.
	Clones have a lot of additional growth, which does not produce actual buds.
	Seeds are almost always ready for delivery the entire year long.
	Plants from seeds produce a higher yield.


Read more about the types of cannabis seeds.
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   Information on Cannabis Seeds
 	 [image: ] Growing Cannabis Outdoors     Growing cannabis outdoors is the easiest cultivation method, a cannabis plant grown outside, has bigger yield as cultivated indoors.


  
	 [image: ] Medicinal Cannabis -  Medical Cannabis Seeds   Cannabis has been used as medicine to reduce the effects and complaints of certain diseases. It can relieve chronic pain, muscle spasms in cases of...


  
	 [image: ] Types of Cannabis Seeds - Marijuana Seeds   There are 3 types of Cannabis seeds: regular, feminized and autoflowering cannabis seeds. Feminized seeds are genetically altered to produce female plants. 


  
	 [image: ] Autoflowering Cannabis Seeds   Autoflowering cannabis seeds produce plants that automatically bloom regardless of the light cycle and are usually ready for harvest within ten weeks of germination. 


  
	 [image: ] Feminized Cannabis Seeds   Feminized cannabis seeds are genetically altered so that they produce female plants in at least 99,9% of the cases.


  
	 [image: ] Cannabis Seeds for Novice Growers   Everyone can grow cannabis.  We have selected cannabis seeds which are perfect for beginners. In general marijuana seeds are easy to grow and to germinate.
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